ABSTRACT
The circumstances in which such structures occur are examined. of GUTS may predict a production of heavy monopoles in the early universe too large to be compatible with observation.
In the present paper we shall be concerned with vacuum strings, which have been less extensively studied, but which also appear to have poten- 
However 
in which the group G', say, is not simply connected but has the form
From the point of view of cosmological implications one is primarily interested in the case that the phase transition from G' to G" in which the strings are produced also occurs at something like the mass scale associated with the breaking of grand unification, so that the strings are very massive. In the subsequent discussion we suppose that the first of these two situations obtains, with G" being a subgroup of G'. We suppose G' has the form K'x U(1). There are then two situations of interest. In the first the symmetry breaking from G' to G" has the form
where 
where the generator of U (1) We will choose to define the basis in the space of the cp, in such a way that n,(:) varies in the l-2 plane as ; follows a circular path around the z-axis; this is, take n1 = 0 cos 0, q2 = q sin 8, n, = 0, a # 1,2 (16) in the region r >> E, outside the string. Note that for all the states described by Eq. (16) is the only indication for r > E of the existence of the string in this w-w, to be anywhere desired; e.g., if a is defined to run from -IT to T, the singular surface-will be 8 = TT, the xz-plane with x < 0. Thus the singular surface can always be taken to be behind the string with respect to the incident particle, so that the only evidence of the string seen by the incident particle will be the stringlike region itself at r < c.23
The fact that <A3e> is a pure gauge field, obtainable by gauge transform- f(e) = (2/kn)1'2eia'4 C cnei*n sin 6 cos ne n n (28) whence, on integrating over angles, one obtains for the total cross (30) where the prime denotes the derivative of the function with respect to its argument. Our primary concern is with the case of a thin string, ks << 1. In this limit Jn and Nn, for n > 0, go as (ks>n and (ke)-n, respectively, so that the JA and NA terms dominate and one gets tan 6 -(ke)2n for n > 0, leading to a contribution of order e(ke) 4n-1 to the total cross section from the partial waves with n > 0; thus, as Since the boundary condition requires the continuity of the tangential component of 2, which equals E cos 8, the scattered wave which must be added to the incident wave to fulfill the boundary condition has no n = 0 piece, and the lowest nonzero phase shift is n = 1. However, if the electric field is polarized along the string direction, E tan = E, and (Jo # 0.
III. DYNAMICS OF A COLLAPSING CIRCULAR STRING
Let us now consider the problem of the collapse of a closed loop of string, using Eq. (31) in estimating the effect of energy dissipation as a result of collisions. We will consider the case of a circular loop, thus neglecting the possible effect of oscillations in the case of noncircular loops; energy dissipation by gravitational radiation will also be neglected. Vilenkin's work7'10 indicates that both oscillations and gravitational radiation are potentially important, and must also be considered in a complete treatment of the problem, but that will not be attempted here.
Closed loops of string may form in the initial phase transition which gives rise to the strings, or they may be formed later when, as the strings move, two of them cross and a "change of partners" occurs.
The strings will have a mass per unit length given by2
1-1=n 2 .
(32)
Consider a closed loop which, when formed, is a circle of radius R, and in particular, a small portion of the loop subtending an angle 6 which remains constant as the string collapses; 6 will be used as a symbol for the small element of string as well as for the value of the angle.
The overall rest frame of the loop and the instantaneous rest frame of 6 will be designated by S and S', respectively; S is assumed to be also the rest frame of matter, i.e., the frame in which the average particle velocity is zero.
To begin with, consider the free collapse of the loop, neglecting the frictional force due to collisions with the surrounding particles.
Let v designate the inward radial speed of 6 when the loop has collapsed to a radius r (all three-vector components will refer to the inward radial direction). Since energy is conserved in S, E = uR6, while E' = ur6 and p' = 0; hence nR6 = yur6, or 
It is interesting to look at the result of transforming these equations to S'. One finds T'r = dp'/dt' = ~1.16. Initially, when y = 1, so that S'
and S coincide and the string appears circular in S', this is just what is expected for a string whose tension is given by the mass per unit length u. The additional factor of y arises from the fact that T: = 2T' sin6'/2, where T' is the string tension in S'. The arc of string appears Lorentz contracted in the radial direction in S; i.e., the arc is less bowed in S than in S'. Thus 6 = 6'lY (35) and hence the result for Ti corresponds to a string tension equal to u for arbitrary values of y. This value for the tension is also consistent with the result T' = dE'/dt' = -yvnG = ud(rb)/dt'; since the transverse 0 arc length is Lorentz invariant and thus given by r6 in either frame, dE'/dt' is just the rate in S' at which work is done by the tension 1-1 as the arc length decreases.
To include the effect of collisions, write dp,,/dt = $,/Y + (dp,,/cWcoll = tu + fu .
The quantities (3W
The foregoing discussion is based on the assumption that (in the absence of gravitational radiation which we are neglecting) the total energy of the string is conserved except for energy losses due to collisions. Thus we are neglecting the possibility of particle production during the collapse of the string. This is presumably valid as long as (40) is satisfied, then the collapsing string will form a black hole before elementary particle radiation becomes important.
The conditions expressed by Eqs. (39) and (40) To study the importance of collisions in such a model one simply has to replace LI by C/to in Eq. (45). The sense of the inequality is then reversed, and one finds to < 1/4N2C z 10 -45 set < t C'
Hence, in such a model one expects that the effect of collisions will always be important, and collapse to black holes will not occur. Black hole production is, in any event, not a problem in such models; because of the decrease of u with t the observational consequences of black hole production in such models would be characteristic of models with a mass scale much less than the grand unification scale, and hence not important cosmologically. On the other hand, for the same reason closed loops in such models formed near the recombination time will be too light to serve as seeds in the production of galaxies. 
